
Q. No. Initial Questions LCC Response Follow-up Comments 
1 Correspondence between LCC, the Governing Body 

of St Guthlac's and George Farmer and the 
Crowland ward member Cllr Przyszlak regarding 
the proposals to close St Guthlac's School. Note 
correspondence means (but is not limited to) 
emails, letters, transcripts of telephone 
conversations. 

CfBT and LCC do not hold this information you 
would need to contact the schools direct. 

I would expect both LCC and CfBT to hold copies 
of any correspondence generated by them and 
sent to the requested parties. 
 
I have contacted the school governing body to 
request information they have generated. 
 
Note that I consider this response unacceptable, 
and request that you review this. 

2 Details of the Governing body of said school and 
their recorded interests made at the start of the 
Academic year and also any additional interests 
recorded when the unanimous vote to put forward 
the proposals was made. 

The Clerk to Governors would hold details of any 
declaration of interests that were collected at the 
start of the year and at any meetings. They would 
also have the Governing Body details - we have 
however 
attached a list of names (only) from our records, 

I have contacted the school governing body for 
this information, and consider this question 
answered from your perspective. 

3 Any information used by LCC and the Governing 
Body of said schools to determine that the St 
Guthlac's school is not sustainable in the longer 
term. I consider this information to be (but not 
limited to) pupil number predictions, geography 
of where pupils come from and the current 
financial situation of the school. 

Please find attached PDF documents and Excel 
spreadsheet with regard to question 3 
information. 

I am reviewing the information sent regarding 
pupil numbers etc, I would expect LCC to hold 
some financial information relating to the 
financial viability of the school. 
 
I have contacted the school governing body to 
request financial information. 
 
Note that I consider the information provided to 
partly answer the request, but the financial 
aspects of my question has not been addressed. 

4 Any minutes from LCC meetings where the 
proposals to close St Guthlac's were discussed. 

CfBT and LCC, Property and Technology 
Management (formerly Provision Planning) are not 
aware of any information relating to the proposed 
closure of St Guthlac's School. You will need to 
contact the 
School direct. 

I would expect LCC or CfBT to accurately record 
discussions or formal meetings (with councillors or 
officers) and be able to issue these on request. 
 
To suggest that LCC "are not aware of any 
information" relating to the closure of St Guthlac's 
when press releases have been issued and radio 
interviews undertaken is beyond belief. 
 
In my opinion there is clear evidence to suggest 
that both LCC and CfBT are aware of both the 
academy proposals and the general situation at St 
Guthlac's School. 
 
Note that I consider your response unacceptable, 
and request that you review this. 



5 Any minutes from the said schools Governing Body 
where the proposals to close St Guthlac's were 
discussed. 

You will need to contact the school direct; we 
have provided contact details to assist you with 
this. 

I have contacted the school governing body for 
this information, and consider this question 
answered from your perspective. 

 


